Besides being mathematically interesting, the uniqueness and existence properties are also important from the physical standpoint. Due to the Bohr correspondence principle, the expectation value of an observable x in a state m is the value one would obtain by measuring x using a classical experiment. Thus the collection of expectations of x would be the set of classical values which an observable x mayattain. The uniqueness property would say that if two bounded observables are classically equivalent, then they are also equal in the quantum mechanical sense. The existence property would say that the sum of two bounded quantum mechanical observables always exists in the sense defined above. This existence property is so important, that it is postulated in some models for quantum mechanics. ([3; 4] ).
Let us consider two examples which illustrate our problem. Let (Ω, S) be a measurable space. The states of this system are the probability measures on S and the observables are essentially the measurable functions or random variables on S. (Cf. [5] ). The uniqueness property may be stated: if / and u are bounded measurable functions, does \fdμ = \gdμ for every probability meaευie μ imply 82 STANLEY P. GUDDER /'= gi The answer, which is yes, may be seen as follows. Let peΩ and μ a probability measure concentrated at p. That is, for each A 6 S, μ(A) -1 if and only if pe A. Now it is easily seen that I fdμ -\ gdμ for each Ae S. Therefore, / = g almost everywhere
JΛ JΛ
with respect to μ, and in particular f(p) = g (p) . The existence problem is even more trivial since / + g is a bounded measurable function and \(f+ g)dμ = \fdμ + \gdμ for all probability measures μ. For our next example let H be a Hubert space with inner product <•,•>. The observables are self-adjoint operators and the pure states are defined by unit vectors in the standard way. (Cf. [2; 5] 2* Definitions and notation* Let L be a partially ordered set with first and last elements 0,1 respectively which is closed under a complementation a-*a' satisfying (i) (α')' = α; (ii) a <Ξ δ implies δ' <Ξ α\ We denote the least upper bound and greatest lower bound of α, b e L, if they exist, by a V b and a Λ δ respectively, and assume (iii) αVα' = l for all αeL. We say that α, 6 6 L are disjoint and write α 1 6 if a <£ 6'. If αi 5 we write α + & for a V &, and if a ^ 6 we write δ -α for δ Λ α\ We say that a,beL split and write a «-*-δ if there exist mutually disjoint elements α x , b u ce L such that α = α x + c and δ We shall henceforth assume that L has at least three (and hence four) distinct elements. A logic is quite full if the statement m(δ) = 1 whenever m(a) = 1 implies the statement a <* δ. One should note that the two examples considered in the introduction are specific cases of quite full logics.
Our first lemma shows that a quite full logic is not only full but that the states preserve order. An observable x is a map from the Borel sets j?(i£) of the real line R into a full logic L which satisfies 3* Observables with finite spectra* In this section we collect some elementary results which will be used in the sequel. Most of the proofs are routine and we leave their verification to the reader.
It is easily seen that if an observable x has countable spectrum σ(x) = {λ : , λ 2 ,
•}, then x has the form x(E) = Σ {a?(λ<): λ< e #}. The converse does not hold, however, as may be seen from the following result. It is easily seen that the range of an observable is a Boolean sub (j-algebra of L. For this reason, if an observable has infinite spectrum, its range cannot be countable even if its spectrum is. In the finite case we have: THEOREM 
An observable x has a finite range if and only if σ(x) is a finite set.
Proof. The sufficiency follows from Corollary 3.2. To prove necessity, let R = {a lf , a n } be the range of x. Let K = {c l9 , c m } be the set of distinct nonzero minimal elements of R, i.e., aeK if and only if 0=£aeR, and if OΦceR with c ^ a, then c = a. Now Ci A Cj = 0, i Φ j, since if d A c d = a Φ 0, then ae R and α < C;, a contradiction. Since β is a Boolean σ-algebra, c { ± c 3 , i Φ j. Since R is finite, every nonzero element of R is " ^ " at least one element of K. Now let α e R and i) = {di:
and there is a c G if with c^d^a, but cίΰ, a contradiction. We now claim that there are numbers λ^ e R such that ^(λj ) = c j9 j -1, , m. Suppose not, then there is a Borel set EeB (R) having more than one point such that c ά = x(E) m For a positive integer n we have c 5 
One of the propositions on the right must be zero and the other c jt As n increases, the infinite term must eventually be zero since other- exists an integer n such that R has 2 n elements and σ{x) has n elements.
An observable x is a proposition observable if σ(x) c {0, 1}. If y is a proposition observable and y({l}) = a we denote y by x a . If, in particular, a = #(2£) for some observable &, we denote 7/ by x E . Of particular importance are the observables I = x t and 0 = x 0 . Notice that if I E is the indication function of a set Ee B(R), that I E (x) = α^. 
. V(x) -Cl{m(x):meM} is the smallest closed interval containing σ(x).
In the sequel x, y, z will denote bounded observables. We first prove a weak uniqueness property which holds for all x, y. It is trivial that every bounded observable has a unique largest (smallest) spectral point. 
Since m[^/(^2)] = 1 •-m[y(Xj)] -\ m y (dx), (1) may be written in the
If λi is an isolated point of σ(y), we may take ft ^ μ for every /^ € σ(y) -{λj. The second term on the right of (2) (
We then obtain
This gives a contradiction, and hence m^λi)] = 1. Since L is quite full ^(λi) g ^/(λi). By symmetry ^(λ^ = y(Xi). ) for all me M and the largest spectral point of x (1) and ^/ (1) is λ. Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.3 [5] .
Notice again that the examples in the introduction show that the sum of two arbitrary bounded observables always exists in case L is the lattice of closed subspaces of a Hubert space or a σ-field of subsets of a set.
The rest of this section is directed toward finding an example of two complementary observables whose sum does not exist.
An anti-lattice is a complemented lattice in which the supremum of any two nonzero elements is 1. It is easily seen that an anti-lattice is a quite full logic. Every observable on an anti-lattice is of the form .x == λ^ + X 2 x a ,, where σ(x) = {λ 2 , λ 2 }.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 3.4, Lemma 3.5, and Lemma S.2.
We may also conclude the uniqueness property from Lemma 5.2.
COROLLARY.
If m{x) = m(y) for all me M on an anti-lattice, then x -y. Proof. The sufficiency is routine. For necessity, let z be an observable on L x (g)L 2 
and define α( ),!/(•) as (x(E), y(E)) -z(E).
It is easy to check that x and y are observables on L x and L 2 respectively.
We now construct our example. Let L x be the quite full logic discussed in the second example in the introduction and let L 2 be an anti-lattice. Denote observables on L x and L 2 by x {1 \ y {1 \ , and 90 STANLEY P. GUDDER x {2) , y {2 \ respectively. It is easily seen that the sum of two complementary observables of the form (x (1) , J (2) ) and (y {1) , / (2) ) exists, while the sum of two complementary observables of the form (I (1) , x {2) ) and (I (1) , y {2) ) does not. One further remark seems to be in order. If it turns out that the uniqueness property does not hold, then even if the sum of two bounded observables exists it may not be unique. We can show this by an example. Suppose x and y are distinct bounded observables and that m(x) = m{y) for all meM. Now 2x -x + y and 2y = x + y is easy to check, and hence x + y exists but is not unique. 6* Logics with uniqueness and existence properties* Let L be an arbitrary logic, (i.e. L is not necessarily full.) If the bounded observables on L have the uniqueness property, then L is said to have Property U. If the bounded observables on L have the existence property, then L is said to have Property E. In the previous paragraph we noted that if L has Property E but not U then sums need not be unique. If however, L has Property E and the sums are unique, then L has Property U. Indeed, suppose L possesses unique sums and m(x) = m(y) for every state. Then x and y are both the sum of y and 0 and hence x = y. Now it is not unreasonable to assume that quantum mechanical logics possess unique sums and hence both properties U and E. Mackey has speculated Property U by his Axiom IΓ [2] and this property is a consequence of SegaPs axiomatic formulation of quantum mechanics [4] Property E is postulated in SegaPs model [4] and von Neumann's model [3] . In this section we shall give some consequences of Properties U and E as far as the algebraic and analytic structure of our present system is concerned. This is only a preliminary study of this subject and a deeper study may prove fruitful. We shall close this section with some questions which may lead to interesting results in this direction.
The proof of the following lemma is trivial. It is not known whether Property U implies (ii) and (iv) of Lemma 2.1 or more specifically whether L is full or quite full. 
